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Algorithmia is machine learning operations (MLOps) software that manages all stages of the ML lifecycle within existing operational processes. Put models into production quickly, securely, and cost-effectively.

https://algorithmia.com/
Sponsor: Cognilytica

Cognilytica is an AI focused research, advisory, and education firm. We produce and host the popular AI Today podcast and coordinate the monthly Data for AI event. We also regularly write for Forbes and TechTarget.

https://www.cognilytica.com/
Sponsor: Omnisci

An analytics platform that gives users the ability to exercise unbounded curiosity when exploring data visually.

www.omnisci.com
TaskUs is a different breed of BPO. We are a collective of highly capable humans, who understand how to deploy technology and data to best serve your purpose.
Sponsor: Virtualitics

Virtualitics is an advanced data analytics and visualization company that merges artificial intelligence (AI) and virtual reality (VR) to empower users to quickly find insights in complex data.

https://virtualitics.com/
Upcoming Presentation: [https://events.cognilytica.com/CLNTM10Xw4](https://events.cognilytica.com/CLNTM10Xw4)

**Data for AI Community**

June 10, 2021 12:00-1pm ET

Leveraging easy-to-use ML, NLP and interactive 3D data visualization to uncover key insights with Virtualitics

Ciro Donalek  
Chief Scientific Officer & Co-founder  
Virtualitics

Sagar Indurkhya  
Head of Natural Language Processing  
Virtualitics
The Advanced Technology Academic Research Center (ATARC) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization that provides a collaborative forum for government, academia and industry to resolve emerging technology challenges. ATARC also introduces innovative technology from academic research labs to the Federal government and private industry.
Today’s Presentation:

**Data for AI Community**

May 6, 2021 11:30am–1pm ET

Real-World Data Engineering: Governance, Lineage, and Preparation

Vicente Ruben Del Pino Ruiz
Director Data Engineering
UnitedHealth Group
Join us next month:

Data for AI Community
June 3, 2021 11:30am-1pm ET

AI in Finance: Impact, Applications & Adoption

Sravan Kasarla
Chief Data Officer
Thrivent
Thank You!

SPREAD THE WORD!

#DataforAI
www.DataAIConf.com

info@cognilytica.com